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Abstract. Monitoring physical phenomena in Sensor Networks requires guaranteeing permanent communication between nodes. Moreover, in an effective
implementation of such infrastructure, the delay between any two consecutive
communications should be minimized. The problem is challenging because, in
a restricted Sensor Network, the communication is carried out through a single
and shared radio channel without collision detection. Dealing with collisions is
crucial to ensure effective communication between nodes. Additionally, minimizing them yields energy consumption minimization, given that sensing and
computational costs in terms of energy are negligible with respect to radio communication. In this work, we present a deterministic recurrent-communication
protocol for Sensor Networks. After an initial negotiation phase of the access
pattern to the channel, each node running this protocol reaches a steady state,
which is asymptotically optimal in terms of energy and time efficiency. As a
by-product, a protocol for the synchronization of a Sensor Network is also proposed. Furthermore, the protocols are resilient to an arbitrary node power-up
schedule and a general node failure model.

1

Introduction

A Sensor Network is an infrastructure deployed in a hostile or remote area for monitoring purposes. The basic entities of a Sensor Network are called sensor nodes, small
devices provided with radio-communication, processing, and sensing capabilities. Upon
being distributed at random in the area of interest, sensor nodes have to build a communication system from scratch. A strong shortcoming in Sensor Networks is the energy
supply of sensor nodes. Consequently, one of the main challenges is the efficient administration of such resource, extending the usability of the network. In sensor nodes,
sensing and computational costs in terms of energy consumption are negligible with
respect to radio communication. Thus, it is crucial to optimize the communication
schedule. In a harshly restricted Sensor Network, the communication is carried out by
means of a single and shared radio channel where nodes may broadcast messages to all
neighboring nodes but no collision detection mechanism is available. Therefore, special
mechanisms to effectively transmit or receive a message are required. Indeed, a node
b receives a message transmitted from a neighboring node a only if neither b nor the
other neighbors of b transmit at the same time. Otherwise, a collision occurs and the
messages are garbled. Furthermore, b is not able to recognize the difference between
This research was partially supported by the Spanish MICINN under grant no. TIN200806735-C02-01 and the Comunidad de Madrid under grant no. S2009TIC-1692. EU Marie
Curie International Reintegration Grant IRG 210021. And, French ANR project Shaman.

this garbled message received and the background noise present in the channel if no
transmission is produced.
The mechanism used by a node to decide to transmit or receive at any time is called
the transmission schedule. Some transmission schedules use randomness to avoid collisions, but frequently involve a large number of redundant transmissions, consequently
incurring in excessive energy consumption. On the other hand, deterministic transmission schedules, although efficient in terms of energy consumption, usually provide only
large time guarantees for successful communication. Therefore, the problem addressed
in this work, i.e., to find a deterministic transmission schedule with optimal time and
energy guarantees of successful communication, is a fundamental question in Sensor
Networks.
Road Map: The rest of the document is organized as follow. In Sections 2, the model
and problem definition are presented. In Section 3, our results are presented and contextualized with the previous results. Section 4 contains synchronization algorithms
of independent interest. Finally, deterministic recurrent communication algorithms are
introduced in Section 5.

2

Model and Problems Definition

Regarding network topology and connectivity, and node constraints, we use the restrictive model in [24, 25, 23] summarized here as follows.
Network and Nodes: Let us denote with V the set of sensors. Each sensor node
is assumed to have a unique identification number (ID) in {0, . . . , n − 1}. Sensors
are expected to be deployed at random in the area of interest. Each sensor is provided
with a radio system to communicate with the rest of the network, but each radio
system has only a limited range for transmissions and receptions. It is assumed that
the transmission range and the reception range are the same, and it is referred as the
communication range. Consequently, each node is able to communicate with a restricted
number of other sensors, the ones deployed within its communication range. In this
work, we use an undirected graph G = (V, E) to model the topology of the network.
Each node in V represents a sensor node, and the link (u, v) ∈ E represents that nodes
u and v are in communication range. (Geometric Graph.) Let us denote with N (v) the
set of neighbors of node v. Let n = |V | denote the number of nodes in the network,
and let k = maxv∈V |N (v)| be the maximum degree of a node in G (i.e., the network).
Finally, we use D to denote the diameter of the network. Unless otherwise stated, we
assume that n, k and D are known by all the nodes in the system. (We assume the
precise values are known for clarity, but limiting that knowledge to asymptotically
tight upper bounds yield the same results asymptotically.) Regarding computational
resources of sensor nodes, node-memory size, is restricted only to O(k + log n) bits.
Were the deployment of nodes uniform (random geometric graph) as it is popularly
assumed in the Sensor Networks literature [33, 1], our protocols would work even if the
node-memory size is restricted to just O(log n) bits.
Local Synchrony: Time is assumed to be slotted in equal-length time slots or steps.
It is assumed that the length of a slot is sufficient to transmit one message, i.e., each
transmission occurs in a given slot. Without loss of generality [34], it is assumed that
the slots of all nodes are in phase, i.e., they all start and finish at the same time instants.
For convenience, we assume a global time that takes non-negative integer values and
advances one unit per step. Note that this is a fictional device and that the nodes
do not have access to its value. For convenience we assume that the global time is

the number of time steps since the first nodes in the system have been awakened. We
assume the availability of a hardware clock mechanism at each node, denoted localclock, such that, starting from 0 when the node is powered up, the clock is incremented
by one automatically at the end of each time slot3 . Then, for all i ∈ V and t ∈ Z+ ,
local-clocki (t) denotes the value of local-clock of node i at time step t before being
incremented. In the first step t executed by a node i, local-clocki (t) = 0.
Node Awakening and Types of Adversaries: Nodes are in two possible states,
sleeping and awake. It is assumed that initially all nodes are sleeping. The nodes are
assumed to be awakened by an adversary.4 Without loss of generality, it is assumed
that every node of the network is eventually awakened. In the rest of the paper x will
be used to denote the first node awakened by the adversary, breaking ties arbitrarily.
As x is always awake (see below), ∀t ≥ 0 : local-clockx (t) = t. Regarding node
reliability, as customary in the Sensor Networks literature, we assume that nodes may
fail. I.e., a node may crash and stop working. The adversary decides when to crash
and recover (awake again) nodes. However, if crashes and recoveries occur arbitrarily,
due to determinism, there exist topologies for which the adversary may stop a node
from receiving any message, even if connectivity is required.5 Thus, limitations to the
crash/recovery schedule are in order. In this work, we consider node failures as long
as: (i) the network stays connected (one connected component) at all times, (ii) node
x is always awake (in fact it would be enough if there is always some node that has the
global time up and running), and (iii) each period when a node runs without failures
lasts at least the length of the stabilization time (as defined in Section 2.1). In this
work, we consider two types of adversaries.
Definition 1. A τ -adversary is an adversary that awakens all the nodes of the network
within a window time of size τ , i.e., no node is awakened at a time t ≥ τ . The parameter
τ is assumed known by the nodes.
Since the stabilization time under a τ -adversary is at least τ , according to the failure
model assumed, a τ -adversary cannot recover crashed nodes.
Definition 2. A ∞-adversary is an adversary that has no restriction on when nodes
are awakened.
Communication: Each radio system transmits and receives in a single and shared
radio channel. Therefore, at each step, each node decides between transmission mode
or reception mode. Moreover, node v receives from node u in a slot if and only if
node u is the only neighbor of v transmitting in that slot, and v is in reception mode
at that slot. In the case that two or more neighbors of node v transmit in the same
slot a collision occurs at node v. A node v is not able to distinguish between silence
(none of the nodes in N (v) transmits) and collision. We denote the communication
range as r. A customary assumption in Sensor Networks [23] is that nodes can adjust
the power of transmission to a smaller level, introducing only a constant factor in the
number of nodes that has to be deployed to maintain connectivity. Instead, for the sake
of clarity, in this work we assume that nodes can duplicate their transmission range
to 2r. Likewise, such an assumption does not yield an extra asymptotic cost. Notice
that, independently of this assumption, the maximum degree k and diameter D defined
before correspond to the underlying graph G defined for range r.
3
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Observe that, if not readily available, the described mechanism can be implemented as a
software counter.
In contrast with the wake-up problem studied in the literature, we do not assume that
sleeping nodes may additionally be awaken by the transmission of a neighboring node.
For any time slot t, if none or more than one neighbor transmit, do nothing. Otherwise,
put the transmitter to sleep during t.

2.1

Deterministic Recurrent Communication Problem

The problem solved in this paper is called deterministic recurrent communication. The
goal in solving this problem is to provide a communication service that can be used
by the components of a distributed application residing in different nodes to exchange
application messages. Thus, the service must allow a component in a node to recurrently
communicate with the components in neighboring nodes. For the sake of clarity, we
assume that all nodes run application components that have an infinite supply of
application messages to transmit.
Definition 3. A distributed protocol solves the deterministic recurrent communication
(DRC) problem if it guarantees that, for every step t and every pair (u, v) ∈ E, there
is some step t0 ≥ t such that, in step t0 , v receives an application message from u.
The protocols proposed in this paper are adaptive, in the sense that when nodes are
awakened, they run a start-up phase. During this phase, nodes use control messages to
agree on a periodic transmission schedule. After the start-up phase, a stable phase starts
in which they use the agreed transmission schedule to exchange application messages.
For some of the protocols, control messages still have to be used in the stable phase.
We use three goodness parameters to evaluate these protocols. The first one is the
maximum number of steps of the start-up phase for any node, called the stabilization
time. Then, we define the following metrics to evaluate energy and time efficiency in
the stable phase. For any (u, v) ∈ E and any i > 1, let Rui (v) be the number of
transmissions of u between the (i − 1)th and the ith receptions of application messages
from u at v, and Ru (v) = maxi Rui (v). In order to measure time we denote ∆Rui (v)
the time (number of time slots) that are between the (i − 1)th and the ith receptions of
application messages from u at v, and ∆Ru (v) = maxi ∆Rui (v). We define the message
complexity of a protocol for DRC as max(u,v)∈E Ru (v). We define the delay of a protocol
for DRC as max(u,v)∈E ∆Ru (v).
In this paper, the goal is to derive protocols that solve DRC with asymptotically
optimal message complexity and delay, even if they incur in significant stabilization
times. We design our protocols assuming the existence of an oblivious deterministic
recurrent communication protocol that solves DRC without a start-up phase. In this
protocol, whether a node u is in transmission or reception mode at step t is a function
only of u’s ID and local-clocku (t) (the number of steps u has been awake). Such oblivious deterministic protocols exist. An example is the Primed Selection communication
protocol proposed in [24]. In the rest of the paper, the oblivious deterministic recurrent
communication protocol will be modeled as a binary function ORC on V × Z+ . Then,
for all u ∈ V and all j ∈ Z+ we have ORC(u, j) ∈ {transmit, receive}. The delay of this
protocol will be denoted by T . Since oblivious protocols have no start-up phase, this
means that if nodes u and v, such that (u, v) ∈ E, are awake and run ORC, in every
interval of T steps they will receive from each other.
2.2

The Synchronization Problem

As a by-product of the protocols proposed in this paper for DRC, we propose also
deterministic protocols that solve the synchronization problem under both classes of
adversaries defined. In the synchronization problem it is assumed that each node has
a slot counter global-clock (incremented in every step) and a Boolean variable synced
indicating whether it is synchronized or not. The slot counters of all synchronized
nodes must have the same value. For each node i ∈ V and time slot t, let globalclocki (t) and syncedi (t) be, respectively, the slot counter and the Boolean variable of
node i at the beginning of time slot t. We say that a network is synchronized at a time

stept ∈ Z+ if, for all i, j ∈ V , such that syncedi (t) =syncedj (t) = true, it holds that
global-clocki (t) =global-clockj (t).
Definition 4. We say that a protocol solves the synchronization problem if there exists
a time t from which the protocol guarantees that the network is synchronized at all times
after t, and every node that awakes eventually gets synchronized. The maximum time
between a node awaking and getting synchronized is the synchronization time of the
protocol.
In the synchronization protocols proposed here each node initializes its counter globalclock to 0 and increments it by 1 every step. A node can also adopt a larger globalclock value from another node. Then, since x is the first node awake and it never
fails, it will always have the largest global-clock counter, i.e., for each node u ∈ V and
each t ≥ 0, if u is awake at time t then global-clocku (t) ≤ global-clockx (t). Moreover,
∀t ≥ 0 : local-clockx (t) = global-clockx (t) = t.

3

Framing Our Results with Related Work.

To the best of our knowledge, deterministic recurrent communication under a restricted
Sensor Network model was only studied in [24] and later improved in [25]. It was
shown in the latter a message-complexity optimal oblivious protocol with delay at
most k(n + k)(ln(n + k) + ln ln(n + k)), which is shown to be optimal delay-wise for
a subclass of non-adaptive protocols for most values of k. For adaptive protocols, it
was shown in that work a delay of O(k 2 log k) relaxing memory size constraints and
an asymptotically optimal O(k) additionally limiting the adversarial node awakening
schedule. In the present paper, a worst-case asymptotically optimal O(k) delay bound
is proven, even removing those restrictions.
The question of how to disseminate information in Radio Networks has led to different well-studied important problems such as Broadcast [5, 31], Selection [30], and
Gossiping [32, 10]. These problems differ in the number of nodes that hold a possibly
different message to disseminate to all nodes in the network. Although these are oneshot communication primitives, some of the results obtained could be used repeatedly
to achieve recurrent communication.
Deterministic solutions [14, 11, 16, 8] for Broadcast and Gossiping include assumptions such as simultaneous startup or the availability of a global clock, which are not
feasible in Sensor Networks. The selection problem, on the other hand, was studied by
Kowalski [30] in a model where the node awakening schedule is adversarial, proving
the existence of a O(k 2 log n) algorithm and showing constructively how to obtain an
algorithm that achieves O(k 2 polylog n). These results are obtained for a model where
nodes turn off upon successful transmission. Thus, they do not apply to our setting
also.
In [2], Alon, Bar-Noy, Linial and Peleg gave a deterministic distributed protocol
to simulate the message passing model in radio networks. Using this technique, each
node receives a transmission of all its neighbors after O(k 2 log2 n/ log(k log n)) steps.
Again, simultaneous awakening of nodes is required, a feature that can not be assumed
in restricted models of Sensor Networks. In the same paper, lower bounds for this
problem are also proved by showing bipartite graphs that require Ω(k log k) rounds.
Bipartite graphs with maximum degree ω(1) are not embeddable in geometric graphs
therefore these bounds do not apply to our setting.
Related lines of work from combinatorics include selectors, selective- and stronglyselective families [29, 15, 22, 7]. The application of any of these combinatorial objects
to recurrent communication in Radio Networks would require simultaneous awakening
of the participating nodes. Within the scope of the wake-up problem, the existence

of a combinatorial structure called radio-synchronizer was shown in [13], later explicited in [12]. The existence of an extension of radio-synchronizers, called universalsynchronizers, was also shown in the latter, and a constructive proof of universalsynchronizers was given in [9]. In Radio Networks terminology, a radio-synchronizer
is an n-set of schedules of transmissions (one for each node) such that, for any node
awakening schedule and for any subset of k nodes, there is a time step when exactly
one of the k nodes transmits. Synchronizers (radio- or universal-) are of the utmost importance in Radio Networks because they tolerate arbitrary rotations of each schedule
of transmissions. In other words, they can be used obliviously without assuming any
specific node awakening schedule. Furthermore, due to the same reason, synchronizers
could be used repeatedly to implement a recurrent communication primitive, as long
as it is enough for each node to receive messages from some neighboring node infinitely
many times. In the present paper, we study a recurrent communication primitive that
requires each node to receive from each neighboring node infinitely many times. (See
Definition 3.)
In order to compute a transmission schedule that solves DRC with asymptotically
optimal delay bound, we include in the algorithm presented in this paper a synchronizing phase. Within the scope of Radio Networks, the problem of globally synchronizing
the network has been recently studied in [21], but their model includes a single-hop
network and many channels of communication.
The application of Radio Network wake-up protocols to global synchronization was
studied in [13, 12, 9]. In their model, nodes may be awaken adversarially, but additionally they may be also awaken by the transmission of another node. The synchronization
technique proposed takes advantage of the latter and works only after all nodes have
been awaken. Thus, it can only be applied to our setting under a τ -adversary, adding
an initial waiting phase to ensure that all nodes are awake before running that protocol. Extending the best running time obtained in [9] by the additional τ waiting steps
gives O(τ + min{n, Dk}k polylog n). Whereas the synchronization algorithm of [26],
suited here for a τ -adversary and using the ORC protocol of [24], yields a running time
of τ + Dnk log n. Although which of these protocols is more efficient depends on the
parameters instance, we propose the latter for clarity of the presentation towards the
more general adversary.
Within the broader scope of distributed computing in general, the synchronization
problem has been widely studied. The main motivation for these works has been multiprocessor systems. The problem is known there as digital clock synchronization: all
clocks are activated from the beginning, clocks run at the same rate, however, they
are initialized with arbitrary different values. The problem is to find a protocol that
synchronizes the clocks in the same time, and the shown time is incremented by one
in each step. Deterministic solutions are presented in [26, 3], but a much more stable framework is used as base of their analysis. For instance, the model used include
a single-hop network, and possible collisions in communications are not considered.
These two constraints are crucial drawbacks to apply the proposed algorithms in Sensor Networks. On the other hand, Herman and Ghosh in [27] presented a deterministic
protocol to synchronize a network with a tree topology and a probabilistic protocol
for a multi-hop network, restricted network and probabilistic solution collide with our
purpose. The presence of Byzantine nodes is considered in [20, 19, 28, 17, 6]. But again
in the restricted framework of single-hop networks, and without considering possible
collisions in communication. In [18], Dolev considered the presence of crash and Byzantine faulty nodes in multi-hop networks. Dolev introduces an algorithm that works in
the case of crash faults, unfortunately for us, the model includes the assumption of
simultaneous awakening of nodes. On the other hand, he proves that it is not possible
to synchronize the system in the presence of even one Byzantine node, the reason why
we do not consider that case.

In the context of P2P networks, the synchronization problem in dynamics distributed systems was studied in [4]. The authors consider churn in their model, and
they propose an algorithm based on epidemic protocols to solve the problem. The main
difference with our context is the fact that the authors assume an overlay network, and
a peer sampling service that continuously updates the topology of the network, an
impossible assumption in Sensor Networks.
3.1

Our Results

In this work, we present an adaptive protocol that solves DRC asymptotically optimally
for message complexity and delay efficiency measures. We model the arbitrary node
awakening schedule, and node failures, with the two types of adversaries previously
defined, τ -adversary and ∞-adversary. As a building block of our deterministic computation of an optimal transmission schedule, we include a synchronization algorithm
for each of type of adversary. Once nodes are synchronized, we provide a 19(k+1) coloring of the network, where k is the maximum degree6 . Thus, the transmission schedule
guarantees, in the case of the first adversary, that for every time interval of length
19(k + 1) slots, each node has at least one successful transmission to all its neighbors.
In the case of the less restricted adversary, the transmission schedule has to be resilient
to the awakening of new nodes. Thus, after synchronization, each time step is doubled
extending the length of that interval to 38(k + 1) slots. Due to the pigeonhole principle,
these delays between reception of each neighboring node are asymptotically optimal.
Given that the efficient use of energy is crucial to extend the life-cycle of a sensor node, and that the radio-communication cost in terms of energy dominates other
consumption factors, it is extremely important to minimize the number of transmissions produced that do not achieve effective application communication. The protocols
presented in this paper are shown to have optimal message complexity of 0 for the
restricted adversary, and a message complexity of 19(k + 1)/n for the unrestricted adversary, which is asymptotically optimal if all nodes run application components that
have an infinite supply of application messages to transmit.

4

Synchronization Protocols

In this section, we present two protocols that solve the synchronization problem. The
protocols solve the problem under a τ -adversary and an ∞-adversary, respectively.
4.1

Synchronizing Against a τ -adversary

The MaxSpread Protocol presented here is a re-creation of the synchronization algorithm presented in [26]. Each node counts the number of steps since it was awaken,
and transmit this counter following the ORC schedule of the oblivious communication
protocol. If a node receives a count bigger than the value of its counter, then it updates
its counter to the larger value. The details of MaxSpread Protocol are presented in
Algorithm 2 in the Appendix.
The correctness of MaxSpread and its convergence time had been proven in [26].
Nevertheless, we briefly mention the key ideas to understand the behavior of the protocol. Notice that, when MaxSpread is executed, the two following statements hold:
6

Recall that k is the maximum degree with communication range r. The proposed protocols
use also a communication range of 2r. The value 19(k + 1) is an upper bound on the
maximum degree with this range.

– If node i has the largest counter global-clock in the network at slot t, then i has
the largest global-clock in the network at slot t + 1.
– If (i, j) ∈ E and i has the largest global-clock in the network at slot t, then j will
also have the largest global-clock at some slot t0 < t + T .
From these two statements is straightforward to prove that, no matter the τ -adversary,
the system reaches synchronization. Also, from these two statements, it is straightforward to prove that the network is synchronized D · T slots after all the nodes are
awake. Since it is known that all the nodes are awakened in τ slots, and nodes do not
fail during stabilization, then the network is synchronized in at most D·T +τ slots after
the first node is awake. It is assumed that every node in the network knows the values
T , τ , and D. Therefore, every node in the network knows the moment in which the
whole network reaches synchronization, which is when its global-clock marks D · T + τ .
Hence the following theorem.
Theorem 1. MaxSpread Protocol solves the synchronization problem under any τ adversary with synchronization time D · T + τ .
4.2

Synchronizing Against an ∞-adversary

We present now the protocol ContMaxSpread, designed to solve the synchronization
problem against an ∞-adversary. Observe that, due to the nature of an ∞-adversary,
any synchronization protocol has to keep sending synchronization messages during all
its execution, even after the network has been synchronized. In this way, any new node
awakened after the network is synchronized recognizes this fact, and joins the network
adopting the common value of the global clock.
Hence, the synchronization protocol ContMaxSpread has two phases, a synchronization phase, and an application phase. The synchronization phase follows similar
principles as the MaxSpread protocol, i.e., the largest global-clock is spread through
the network. However, as mentioned above, ContMaxSpread keeps sending synchronization messages in the application phase. The protocol ContMaxSpread sets
up a synchronization flag synced to communicate the current synchronization state
of the network (from a node’s point of view). Roughly speaking, during the first
T1 = 3n2 +2nT steps of the synchronization phase, a node listens for messages from the
network. That listening part is devoted to provide the node with the current synchronization state of the network. If the network is synchronized when the node wakes up,
it will know about it before the listening period is over and, without having to send any
message will get synchronized. If that does not happen, during the next T2 = 2nT steps
of the synchronization phase, the node transmits to its neighbors its value global-clock
and its synchronization flag synced following ORC (as in the MaxSpread protocol). As
will be shown, at the end of this subphase the network (and hence the node) has to
be synchronized. During the application phase, a node transmits its value global-clock
and its synchronization flag synced (perhaps, piggybacked in an application message),
but this time, the transmission is done in a round robin fashion, i.e., if the identifier
of the node is equal to the value global-clock modulo n, then the node transmits. More
details of the ContMaxSpread protocol are presented in Algorithm 1.
Lemma 1. The global clock of a node u awakened before T1 + T2 satisfies that either
– global-clocku (T1 + T2 ) ≤ T2 , or
– global-clocku (T1 + T2 ) = global-clockx (T1 + T2 ) = T1 + T2 .
Proof. Recall that the adversary is restricted so that the network is connected at all
times and awake nodes are alive for at least the stabilization time. This means that,

Algorithm 1:

ContMaxSpread pseudocode for node v. local-clock is v’s hardware clock, T1 =

3n2 + T2 , T2 = 2nT .
1
2
3
4

initialization
set global-clock to 0;
set synced to false;
start tasks 1 and 2 concurrently;
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task 1
// synch phase
while global-clock < T1 + T2 and synced = false once for each time slot do
if ORC(v, local-clock) = transmit and global-clock ≥ T1 then
transmit (global-clock,synced) with radius r;
increment global-clock;
set synced to true;
stop task 2;
// application phase
foreach time slot do
if global-clock = v then
transmit (global-clock,synced) with radius r;
increment global-clock mod n;

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

task 2
upon reception of (global-clock0 , synced0 ) from other node do
if synced = false then
if synced0 = true then
set synced to true;
set global-clock to global-clock0 ;
else
set global-clock to max{global-clock, global-clock0 };

up to time T1 + T2 , if node u ∈ V is awake, there exists some time ordered path
x = v0 , v1 , . . . , vl = u (recall that x is the first node awake) in the network connecting
x to u such that l < n and, for all 0 < i ≤ l, local-clockvi−1 (t) ≥ local-clockvi (t). We call
the distance from u to x as the smallest number of edges of any of these time ordered
paths. Since all the time steps, and hence global clocks, considered in this proof are
smaller than T1 + T2 , then no node fails, and all awake nodes are in the synchronization
phase of the algorithm, have a time ordered path to x, and have synced = f alse.
We show that a node u that at time T1 + T2 has a global clock different from
x’s must have global-clocku (T1 + T2 ) ≤ T2 . Let us consider a node u awakened before
T1 + T2 and whose global clock at that time is global-clocku (T1 + T2 ) < T1 + T2 . A node
that is awakened before T1 and whose distance to x is d has the same global clock as
x by time T1 + d · T . (Broadcast time in a network of awakened nodes, see Lemma 2 in
Appendix Section B for details.) Thus, given that the distance is always less than n, a
node awakened before T1 has the the same global clock as x by time T1 + nT ≤ T1 + T2 .
Therefore, to complete the proof, it remains to consider the case where u was awakened
at some time within the global-time interval [T1 , T1 + T2 ). To prove the claim in that
case, it is enough to prove that global-clocku (T1 + T2 ) = local-clocku (T1 + T2 ) because,
given that u did not wake up before T1 , it holds that local-clocku (T1 + T2 ) ≤ T2 .
Let us assume, by way of contradiction, that u has global-clocku (T1 + T2 ) 6=
local-clocku (T1 + T2 ). This means that u has received a message (Line 17) before time
T 1 + T 2 with a field global-clock0 larger than its own global clock, and has adopted it
in Line 23. From Line 7, the value global-clock0 is received because some node v had
global-clockv (t) = local-clockv (t) ≥ T1 at some time t < T1 + T2 , and transmitted this
value (using schedule ORC). Let us denote the propagation path (not necessarily time
ordered) of this value before reaching u as v = q0 , q1 , ..., qs = u.
From t < T1 + T2 , local-clockv (t) ≥ T1 , and T1 > T2 , it is derived that v was
awakened before T1 . Let d be the distance from v to x. Then, node v has the same
global clock as x by time T1 + d · T . (From Lemma 2 in Appendix Section B.) Then,
starting at time T1 + d · T , v has transmitted using the ORC schedule the same global

clock as x. The condition of Line 6 guarantees that it does this for at least (2n − d)T
steps.
Returning to the path v = q0 , q1 , ..., qs = u, we have that q1 must have received (and
hence was awake) some message from v = q0 (in particular, the global clock that was
later propagated as global-clock0 ) before T1 + d · T . Furthermore, q1 has received from v
a message with the global clock of x by T1 + (d + 1)T . Applying the same argument, we
conclude that q2 received (and hence was awake) from q1 before T1 + (d + 1)T and has
received the global clock of x by time T1 + (d + 2)T . Inductively, qs = u has received
the global clock of x by time T1 + (d + s)T . Since d + s < 2n, this mean that u has the
same global clock as x by time T1 + T2 , which is a contradiction.
Theorem 2. ContMaxSpread protocol solves synchronization problem under any
∞-adversary with synchronization time T1 + T2 , where T1 = 3n2 + 2nT and T2 = 2nT .
Proof (Proof sketch). To prove the theorem, it is enough to prove that, at any global
time step t ≥ T1 + T2 , any node in the network is either synchronized with x, or it
is still in the listening part of the synchronization phase. The proof of the following
claim is left to Section A in the Appendix for brevity.
Claim. For any node v ∈ V and any time step t ≥ T1 + T2 , it takes at most 3n2 time
steps for v to have the global time (be synchronized), even under failures (as defined
in Section 2), unless v goes back to sleep before.
Lemma 1 shows that at global time T1 + T2 a global-clock in the network is either synchronized with x’s global clock, or its value is smaller than T2 , which is 3n2
time steps smaller than T1 . Consequently, at global time T1 + T2 , every node who is
transmitting messages does it with x’s global clock. Then, any node with global clock
smaller than T2 receive x’s global clock before its own global clock reaches the value T1 .
Finally, due to the same reason, if a node is awakened at global time t ≥ T1 + T2 , before
its local clock reaches the value 3n2 , it receives a message with x’s global clock. Then,
that node is synchronized without transmitting itself in the synchronization phase.

5

Communication Scheme

In this section, we show how to solve DRC for τ - and ∞- adversaries. Both protocols
are algorithmically similar and can be broadly described for each node v ∈ V as follows. Upon waking up, v runs three phases: synchronization, coloring, and application.
During the first phase, v synchronizes itself (as defined in Section 2.2) with a node that
woke up first in the network. During the second phase, v chooses a color that has not
been chosen by any neighboring node. Finally, by mapping colors to time slots (thanks
to the global synchronization achieved), the application phase of i corresponds to its
stable phase. Given that the color chosen by v is unique within radius 2r of v, but the
application messages are transmitted with radius r, all nodes within distance r of v
receive v’s application messages.
Moving to how do we implement each phase, synchronization is implemented using
the protocols of Section 4 for the τ - and ∞- adversaries respectively. The coloring phase,
on the other hand, is implemented by each node announcing the color chosen so that, by
appropriate bookkeeping of the available colors at each node, nodes within distance 2r
do not choose the same color (avoiding the hidden-terminal problem). To avoid collision
of transmissions and simultaneous choice of the same color, taking advantage of the
global synchronization achieved in the previous phase, each colored node chooses an
available color and announces its choice in a time slot selected in Round-robin fashion
according to ID. For the application phase, again thanks to the global synchronization

achieved, each node transmits its application messages in Round-robin fashion, but
now according to its color.
For the τ -adversary (see Algorithm 3 in the Appendix), thanks to the inclusion
of a τ -long waiting period at the beginning of the synchronization phase, the above
described phases are executed synchronously by all nodes in the network. In other
words, all nodes in the network finish the synchronization (resp. coloring) phase and
begin the coloring (resp. application) phase at the same time. For the ∞-adversary (see
Algorithm 4 in the Appendix) on the other hand, new nodes may be woken up while
others are already in the coloring or application phases. Thus, control messages have to
be sent always to handle these late arrivals. The transmissions corresponding to those
control messages are produced in Round-robin fashion according to ID. The coexistence
of both types of messages during the application phase is handled by devoting even slots
(w.r.t. global time) to control messages and odd slots (w.r.t. global time) to application
messages, at the cost of duplicating the time delay.
Regarding the space complexity of these protocols, a node needs to store its own
ID (O(log n) bits) and after the coloring phase one of O(k) colors (O(log k) bits).
Additionally, each node has to keep track of the colors still available (O(k) bits), and
maintains a counter that reach a maximum count in O(kn) (O(log n) bits). Thus, the
overall space complexity for each node is O(k + log n) bits.
The stabilization time, delay, and message complexity of the protocols described
can be proved applying the results of Section 4 and standard analysis of the Roundrobin algorithms used. We establish those bounds in the following theorems. Further
details about the protocols and the analysis can be found in the Appendix.
Theorem 3. Given a Sensor Network of n nodes, the protocol presented in Section 5
solves the DRC problem under a τ -adversary with stabilization time at most D·T +τ +n,
where T is the delay of the ORC protocol. The delay of this DRC protocol is 19(k + 1) − 1
which is asymptotically optimal, and the message complexity is 0 which is optimal.
Theorem 4. Given a Sensor Network of n nodes, upon being woken up by a ∞adversary, the protocol presented in Section 5 solves the DRC problem under an ∞adversary with stabilization time at most 6n2 + 4nT + 4n, where T is the delay of the
ORC protocol. The delay of this DRC protocol is 38(k+1)−1 and the message complexity
is 19(k + 1)/n, which are both asymptotically optimal.
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A

Time of Synchronization after T1 + T2

Proof. Consider a node v that is awake in [t, t + 3n2 ) but does not have the global time
at time t ≥ T1 + T2 . Due to the connectivity conditions, until v becomes synchronized,
within each consecutive 3n steps a new node must be synchronized: at most n steps
to synchronize some non-synchronized node, at most n steps when those newly synchronized nodes may maintain connectivity without synchronizing other nodes, and,
if all the synchronized nodes that are neighbors of non-synchronized nodes fail before
synchronizing any of them, at most n further steps to synchronize at least one new
node that has to awake to maintain connectivity, which is possible because at least
one synchronized (x) node must stay awake. Due to failures, the same node may be
re-synchronized, but not more than twice during the period [t, t + T1 + T2 ) due to the
stable-time requirement, and the above cost already accounts for both synchronizations.
Thus, the claim follows.

B

Time of Broadcast

Lemma 2. A node u that is awakened before T1 and whose distance to x is d has the
same global clock as x by time T1 +d·T , i.e., global-clocku (T1 +d·T ) = global-clockx (T1 +
d · T ).
Proof. From the condition of Line 7, at time T1 node x starts transmitting with the
schedule defined by ORC, and will do so for at least T2 = 2nT steps (from the condition
of Line 6). Consider a time ordered path x = v0 , v1 , . . . , vd = u from x to u. Since the
delay of ORC is T , node v1 will receive from x before step T1 +T . When that happens, v1
updates its global-clock variable as shown in Lines 19 to 23. Hence, global-clockv1 (T1 +
T ) = global-clockx (T1 + T ). Then, from the condition of Line 7, at time T1 + T node
v1 starts transmitting with the schedule defined by ORC, and will do so for at least
(2n − 1)T steps (from the condition of Line 6). A simple induction shows that node
vi , 1 < i ≤ d, will satisfy global-clockvi (T1 + iT ) = global-clockx (T1 + iT ). The claim
follows since vd = u.

C

Proof of Theorem 3

Proof. First, we show correctness and time efficiency of the stabilization phase. (Refer
to Algorithm 3.) According to the failure model assumed (Section 2), nodes do not fail
during the stabilization phase. Hence, correctness and time efficiency of the stabilization
phase are studied in a scenario without failures. For any node, the synchronization
phase lasts at most D · T + τ steps. Furthermore, it was proved in Theorem 1 that
within D ·T +τ steps after the first node is woken up, all nodes have been synchronized.
I.e., all nodes have the same global-clock and synced values. Thus, all nodes finish
the synchronization phase and start the coloring phase at the same time (when the
condition in Line 8 of Algorithm 3 is false). After that, the coloring phase takes exactly
n further steps (see Algorithm 3 Line 13) yielding a total stabilization time of D·T +τ +n
as claimed.
In order to prove that the coloring obtained is correct for the underlying graph G
(where only edges of length at most r are included), consider a disk Dv of radius 2r
centered in any node v ∈ V , and notice that 19 disks of diameter r are sufficient to
completely cover Dv . Then, given that k is the maximum degree of G, there are at
most 19(k + 1) nodes in Dv . So, 19(k + 1) colors are enough to ensure that all nodes
in Dv can choose a different color. Given that nodes choose a color in Round-robin

fashion according to ID (thanks to the global synchronization achieved), after the n
steps of the coloring phase all nodes have chosen a color.
Defining some ordering among the 19(k + 1) colors, the coloring provided defines a
transmission schedule such that every node receives from each of its neighboring nodes
every 19(k + 1) slots. Thus, the DRC problem is solved with delay 19(k + 1) − 1, which
is asymptotically optimal given that, in the worst case, all nodes have k neighbors and
must receive from each of them. Given that all transmissions of every node are received
by all of its neighbors within radius r, the message complexity is 0, which is optimal.
Finally, given that a τ -adversary cannot recover crashed nodes, then failures do not
affect the recurrence on the communication protocol.

D

Proof of Theorem 4

Proof. Again, due to the failure model assumed (Section 2), nodes do not fail during
the stabilization phase, which in this case lasts until the coloring is finished. Hence
in the first part of the proof, we consider a scenario without failures. For the sake
of clarity, assume first that all nodes are woken up simultaneously. Then, the claim
can be proved along the same lines of Theorem 3. (Refer to Algorithm 4.) For any
node, the synchronization phase lasts at most 6n2 + 4nT steps. Furthermore, it was
proved in Theorem 2 that within 3n2 + 4nT steps after a node is woken up (in this case
6n2 + 4nT due to the duplication of slots after the synchronization phase), it becomes
synchronized (w.r.t. global time). I.e. all nodes have the same global-clock and synced
values. Thus, all nodes finish the synchronization phase and start the coloring phase
at the same time (when the condition in Line 8 of Algorithm 4 is false). After that,
the coloring phase takes at most 4n further steps (see Algorithm 4 Line 14), a waiting
period of 2n steps (the reason for this will be clear soon) followed by a period of 2n
steps when nodes choose colors in a Round-robin fashion using only even steps (w.r.t.
global time). Nodes leave the coloring phase as soon as they get colored, but the whole
2n steps are needed for the node with ID n. Thus, the total stabilization time is at
most 6n2 + 4nT + 4n as claimed.
The correctness of the coloring obtained can be proved as in Theorem 3. Defining
some ordering among the 19(k + 1) colors, the coloring provided defines a transmission
schedule. Given that only odd steps are used for application messages, every node
receives from each of its neighboring nodes every 38(k + 1) slots. Thus, the delay
of this protocol is 38(k + 1) − 1 as claimed. Regarding the message complexity, all
transmissions of every node are received by all of its neighbors, but now only the
transmissions produced in the odd steps correspond to application messages. For any
node v ∈ V running the application phase, the rate of transmissions of v due to control
messages is 1/2n (see Algorithm 4). Whereas the rate of transmissions of v due to
application messages is 1/(38(k + 1)). Then, the message complexity is 19(k + 1)/n,
which is asymptotically optimal because k < n.
To complete the proof, we consider now the impact of a node v ∈ V that is woken up
“late” with respect to the first node woken up in the network (global time). As shown
in the proof of Theorem 2, v is globally-synchronized seamlessly (before v produces any
transmission) thanks to the waiting period of 6n2 + 2nT steps, as long as the already
synchronized nodes keep transmitting the global time forever as done in Lines 10,
16, and 21 in Algorithm 4. Furthermore, it was proved in the same theorem that
within at most 6n2 + 4nT steps after v is woken up, it becomes synchronized (w.r.t.
global time). After becoming synchronized, v will produce transmissions in Round-robin
fashion according to the protocol avoiding any collisions. After entering the coloring
phase, thanks to the initial waiting period of 2n steps, v updates properly its set
of available colors after receiving transmissions of all synchronized neighbors within

distance 2r. Thus, after at most 4n steps v has been colored properly and has announced
its color choice. Thus, the claimed stabilization time, delay, and message complexity
also holds for v. Finally, notice that a node that fails and then rejoins the network can
be considered as a node that is woken up “late”. Consequently, failures do not affect
the behavior of the communication protocol.

Algorithm 2: MaxSpread pseudocode for node v.
1
2
3
4

initialization
set global-clock to 0
set synced to false
start tasks 1 and 2 concurrently

5

12
13

task 1
// synch phase
while global-clock < D · T + τ once for each time slot do
if ORC(v, local-clock) = transmit and global-clock ≥ τ then
transmit (global-clock) with radius r
increment global-clock
set synced to true
stop task 2
// application phase
foreach time slot do
increment global-clock mod n

14
15
16

task 2
upon reception of (global-clock0 ) from other node do
set global-clock to max{global-clock, global-clock0 }

6
7
8
9
10
11

Algorithm 3: DRC pseudocode for node v under τ -adversary. local-clock is the
hardware node clock. T is the delay of the ORC protocol.
1
2
3
4
5
6

initialization
set global-clock to 0
set color to null
set synced to false
set available-colors to {0, 1, . . . , 19(k + 1) − 1}
start tasks 1 and 2 concurrently

7

task 1
// synchronization phase
while global-clock < D · T + τ and synced = false once for each time slot do
if ORC(v, local-clock) = transmit and global-clock ≥ τ then
transmit (global-clock,color,synced) with radius 2r
increment global-clock
set synced to true
// coloring phase
while global-clock < D · T + τ + n once for each time slot do
if global-clock ≡ v(mod n) then
set color to one of the available-colors
transmit (global-clock,color,synced) with radius 2r
increment global-clock
stop task 2
// application phase
foreach time slot do
if global-clock = color then
transmit (application-message) with radius r
increment global-clock mod 19(k + 1)

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

task 2
upon reception of (global-clock0 , color0 , synced0 ) from other node do
set available-colors to available-colors − {color0 }
if synced = false then
if synced’ = true then
set synced to true
set global-clock to global-clock’
else
set global-clock to max{global-clock, global-clock0 }

Algorithm 4: DRC pseudocode for node v under ∞-adversary. local-clock is the
hardware node clock. T is the delay of the ORC protocol.
1
2
3
4
5
6

initialization
set global-clock to 0
set synced to false
set color to null
set available-colors to {0, 1, . . . , 19(k + 1) − 1}
start tasks 1 and 2 concurrently

7

task 1
// synchronization phase
while global-clock < 6n2 + 4nT and synced = false once for each time slot do
if ORC(v, local-clock) = transmit and global-clock ≥ 6n2 + 2nT then
transmit (global-clock,color,synced) with radius 2r
increment global-clock
set synced to true
// coloring phase
while color = null once for each time slot do
if global-clock ≡ 2v(mod 2n) and global-clock ≥ 6n2 + 4nT + 2n then
set color to one of the available-colors
transmit (global-clock,color,synced) with radius 2r
increment global-clock
stop task 2
// application phase
foreach time slot do
if global-clock ≡ 2v(mod 2n) then
transmit (global-clock,color,synced) with radius 2r
if global-clock ≡ (2color + 1)(mod 38(k + 1)) then
transmit (application-message) with radius r
increment global-clock mod 76(k + 1)n

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

task 2
upon reception of (global-clock0 , color0 , synced0 ) from other node do
set available-colors to available-colors − {color0 }
if synced = false then
if synced0 = true then
set synced to true
set global-clock to global-clock’
else
set global-clock to max{global-clock, global-clock0 }

